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For curbside gardeners, who spend their time, energy, and resources bringing nature’s
beauty and amenities out to the street where we all can appreciate them.
And for my intrepid companion, George.
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Foreword

by Lauren Springer Ogden

All garden spaces are not created equal; in fact, some are overlooked as candidates for any
gardening at all. This unique book embraces these forlorn spots, giving the reader compelling reasons
as well as the tools needed not only to dig in but also to enjoy success creating and stewarding the
newly transformed areas.
Just as homeowners and even seasoned gardeners are often intimidated by the idea of annexing
such areas, authors have not had the courage, conviction, and optimism to forge ahead and write abou
this topic. Such writing is long overdue. Evelyn Hadden’s intelligence shines throughout this gem of
book. She offers a rare combination of sensitive and thoughtful treatment of the big picture and
dogged, thorough coverage of things practical. This makes her thesis—that such small, seemingly
meaningless places can change a home, a neighborhood, a community—utterly believable. Her wise
and encouraging words give the reader pause and motivate the skeptic among us to consider picking
up the shovel.
Hadden then takes the reader by the hand and shows how to do it. No stone is left unturned: we ar
led head-on through the joys and potential pitfalls. Practical advice on horticultural topics such as soi
water, and plants abounds. This is joined by evenhanded, generous advice on the more unusual
situations that these gardens often engender, such as covenants and regulations and how to negotiate
them with more positive outcomes. She graciously exhorts the reader to share plants with neighbors,
to open curbside gardens to passersby, and to gently push for change in existing ideals and practices
that stifle gardens, promoting community rather than rebellion. I wish I had read her advice twentyfive years ago before embarking on my conflict-fraught first hellstrips, where as a zealous young
upstart I spent as much time (or more) butting heads with neighbors and town authorities as I did
tending and enjoying the new gardens.
As Hadden makes a case for these gardens and teaches us to succeed with them, she is welcoming
and positive, yet always matter-of-fact, practical, fair, and not preachy. “Give that leftover a
makeover,” she cheers, and then gives the reader the dirt on how to do it, literally and figuratively.
Her honesty is refreshing, especially in light of the prevalent misguided claim that lawn alternatives
are lower maintenance. Of course a fabulous curbside garden will require more tending than an
abandoned plot or even a poorly tended strip of lawn. This book faces down these challenges and
doesn’t mislead. And what’s more, the information and advice given here transcends these difficult
spots and can be applied to gardens of all sorts.
Open the pages that follow and begin a journey that can make a difference to you and your
neighborhood, that impacts people, plants, animals—the web of life around you. Take part in creating
corridors of diversity by adding environmentally intelligent garden snippets to serve as lively
sanctuaries in this ever more crowded and unnatural world. With the help of this fine book, stretch
your gardening wings and garden space, create curb appeal for bees, birds, butterflies, and passersby
alike, and watch dogs stop, sniff, and then continue on down the road to find some lawn or bare patch
to do their business. After reading this book, you may wish for more unloved, forlorn spots on which
to work some garden magic.

Introduction

Why Curbside Landscapes Matter

Curbside gardens are an essential ingredient of pleasant, walkable neighborhoods.

Many of us own or manage pieces of land that are part of the public landscape, a landscape that other
people interact with every day. That public environment uplifts our mood or sends it plummeting,
rivets us in the present moment or fails to distract us from our busyness. Attractive scenes invite us t

open our senses and our hearts, while ugly or barren surroundings train us to block those sensory
messages.
Yes, curbside landscapes have that much power. And by extension, we who own and manage thos
landscapes also have power.
I invite you to use your power, to make your own contribution to the public landscape. Convert a
sparse, weed-ridden curbside lawn to smile-inducing scenery that doesn’t need much help to stay
healthy. Outside the fence, down the steps, or beside the driveway, incorporate ignored and deplored
bits of land into the rest of your garden, or help them shine as stand-alone pocket gardens that brighte
the routes of commuters.
You’ll add curb appeal, and you’ll also improve the daily life of your neighborhood and its
denizens. The gifts of a curbside garden are disproportionately large. Natural scenes, even minutely
glimpsed in passing, distract us from worry and interrupt negative psychological cycles. Garden
fragments purify and freshen air, absorb and filter water, and foster biodiversity with its associated
services and benefits, not to mention lowering crime and raising property values.
With just one garden, you can make living where you live—and visiting too—more fragrant, mor
lively, more peaceful, more interesting, more earth-friendly, and more appealing.

What Are Curbside Gardens?

Curbside locations are the public faces of places. Though they are the last areas we may think to
beautify, they provide the first glimpses of what to expect inside a building, through a gate, or across
threshold. They may be the places most used by wildlife passing through our properties, and the place
where runoff, litter, and human visitors are apt to loiter. These tough environments don’t often suppo
healthy lawns, but they can host thriving gardens that dramatically improve their surroundings.
Parking strips (the piece of land between a street and a public sidewalk, also known as a tree park
boulevard, verge, hellstrip, meridian, planting strip, or inferno strip) make promising spots for
curbside gardens. So do front yards that are simply one outdoor room from curbside to front door.
Although the most challenging area of such a front yard may be located alongside the street, drivewa
or public walk, the gardener will likely want to design the entire room as a whole, not just one edge o
it.
Similar challenges and opportunities exist for fragments of land languishing alongside driveways
and buildings and in alleys, parking lots, roundabouts, and medians. Some of these places may be
publicly owned or have public easements or utilities running through them, posing additional
challenges and perhaps limiting the types of plants and structures that can be added. Regulations are
most often set by the city but can vary from neighborhood to neighborhood.

Who’s Doing It?

Across North America, gardeners are tackling this final frontier. Curbside gardeners include water
savers, edible gardeners, wilderness advocates, busy homeowners, creative thinkers, green-starved
urban dwellers, and generous neighbors. Savvy businesses, government agencies, and neighborhood
organizations too are realizing the rewards of remaking these landscapes.
Water scarcity and rising costs for irrigation are driving many of the changes. Western regions an
those facing water restrictions and long-term droughts have turned their attention to relandscaping

medians, boulevards, and parking lot islands, as well as unused turf areas around government and
commercial buildings. Climate-appropriate planting reduces or eliminates the need to irrigate, while
rain gardens collect storm water runoff from expanses of roof and pavement and encourage it to soak
into soil and roots, filtering out pollutants and bypassing costly wastewater treatment.

A hedge of hollyhocks (Alcea rosea) and Russian sage (Perovskia atriplicifolia) encircles a seating
area in a Laramie, Wyoming, pocket park.

In her classic book The Undaunted Garden, author and landscape designer Lauren Springer Ogden
coined the term hellstrip to describe this tough-to-plant area that she transformed along her street.

When a 30-plus-acre parking lot in Maplewood, Minnesota, was pinpointed as a major source of urba
runoff and phosphorus reaching a nearby creek and lake, the Ramsey-Washington Metro Watershed
District retrofitted it with rain gardens, tree trenches, and porous pavement.
Water authorities often fund these redesigns, which may put off or prevent costly facility

upgrades. In neighborhoods that face expensive street or storm sewer upgrades to protect water qualit
or control runoff, a city may choose a less costly retrofit, cutting curbs, digging rain gardens, and eve
installing plants for residents who opt in. Where demand for water outstrips the supply, regional wate
authorities have begun paying residents to convert lawns to less thirsty alternatives.
Individual gardeners and their families can see cost savings from converting unused, unloved, and
sometimes unkempt curbside lawns to gardens. Want to cut your home heating and cooling costs?
Plant trees and shrubs to block sun and wind; as they grow up, your bills will go down. Does the
basement flood? Does ice accumulate on the driveway? Put a garden to work soaking up water before
it can damage structures and impair safety. Harder to quantify but key to an enjoyable daily life,
intangibles such as privacy and comfort can be directly influenced by curbside landscapes.
Mounting distrust of industrially produced food is also leading many families to swap some lawn
for edible gardens. As our favorite common vegetables and fruits prefer sunny places, the front yard
and the parking strip have become desirable sites for food gardens. Despite pushback from some
communities and regulations that favor lawns over fresh herbs and produce, more curbside vegetable
gardens are born every day.
Restaurants with a focus on serving fresh food find it convenient and good for business to grow
more of it on-site, which often means streetside in front of their shop. Challenges aside, what better
way to entice customers than to show them fresh food before they walk through the door?
Community gardens are multiplying like rabbits. Students are building and tending gardens at
school. The city of Seattle began a multi-year joint venture with local volunteer groups to plant a foo
forest in an urban park. Thanks to First Lady Michelle Obama, the White House lawn sprouted a
vegetable garden. Growing healthy food is no longer an afterthought or an activity relegated to the
backyard, but a primary pastime, to be enjoyed out in the open and shared with friends, neighbors, an
community.

An abandoned elevated freight railway in New York City, reclaimed as High Line Park, is home to a
diverse mix of tough plants, including many natives.
As development claims more open space in urban areas, city planners are moving to protect and
even increase urban green spaces. Public parks and gardens bring the experience of nature into our
cities, contributing spring greenery, summer flowers, fall foliage, and organic shapes visible

throughout the winter against the hard lines of buildings and pavement. Formerly, when wild nature
was more common, a lawn with a few trees might be considered a perfectly satisfactory green space.
Now, though lawns are useful for a limited range of human activities, they are best balanced with
more densely vegetated areas that host wildlife, capture atmospheric carbon, buffer shorelines, and
perform an assortment of other services that protect biodiversity as well as the air we breathe and the
water we drink.
Entire cities have become curbside-garden friendly. When Saint Paul and Minneapolis revised
their boulevard ordinances to allow plants up to 36 inches tall on the strip of land between the
sidewalk and the street, boulevard gardens began popping up. Urban gardeners who had filled their
properties to their limits could finally expand their territory. Citywide boulevard garden contests and
tours were born. Years after the revised ordinances took effect, it is not uncommon to see entire front
yards that have become pocket prairies or cottage gardens or urban farms, stretching across the
sidewalks to incorporate the parking strips, and even entire city blocks of diverse, lawnless front
yards.
As more gardens grow, the ideas and extra plants they generate fuel new gardens and ignite new
gardeners. Citywide transformations are under way in Boise, Boulder, Buffalo, Berkeley, Phoenix,
Portland, Seattle, New Orleans, and many, many other metropolitan areas, where urban gardeners are
steadily converting unused streetside lawns to landscapes that support healthy street trees, pollinatorfriendly flowers, ornamental grasses, and fruits, vegetables, and herbs.

Side-by-side lawnless front gardens serve up double delight in Boise, Idaho.

Colorful foliage and flowers hug a public sidewalk in Portland, Oregon, where hellstrip gardens are
proliferating.

Mesa, Arizona, is one of a growing list of cities offering financial incentives to residents who replace
lawns with more waterwise landscapes.

Buffalo, New York, a leader in curbside gardening, attracts tens of thousands of visitors to its annual
self-guided tour, Garden Walk Buffalo.

Neighbors worked together to make this San Francisco sidewalk more permeable by retrofitting it
with many tiny gardens; similar paving-to-planting conversions are taking place throughout the city.

Dry-adapted plantings in downtown Boulder, Colorado, incorporate grasses, trees and shrubs, and
decorative annual flowers.

Making a powerful impact despite its limited square footage, a parking strip garden transforms the
view from the balcony.

Rewards of Curbside Gardening

Its visibility means that a curbside garden will contribute disproportionately to your property’s look
and feel. Imagine how visitors might relish walking through a garden to get to your front door, or how
your mood would lift driving into your garage past a specially designed “welcome home” garden.
A well-designed curbside garden can also cut your chore load. To make it thrive without the
mower or trimmer, put in plants that stay the right height, stay in bounds, and stay up year-round. Yo
might end up making a maintenance visit just once or twice a year instead of weekly.
For additional savings in time, effort, and money, make it waterwise. Include only plants that wil
thrive without supplemental water, or invest in an automated irrigation system to further reduce the
resources your curbside landscape will demand every day, every week, every year into the future.
Your water bills will drop even as you contribute to the solution.
Don’t forget the services a strip of land could provide if cultivated as a garden. It could absorb
runoff, grow food for your family, support woody plants that shelter your home and landscape from
sun and wind, provide additional habitat for wildlife, and give a four-season show of texture and colo
Passionate gardeners may run out of room before they run out of passion. If you are an
experienced gardener itching for new territory, train your hard-won experience on a tough site and
create a well-adapted curbside garden you can be proud of. It might be easier now that you have spen

years learning on the rest of your property.
Imagine a world where walking along the street is a delightful sensory experience, parking lots an
public grounds refresh the air and water, edibles grow visibly and abundantly, cementscapes are
cloaked in foliage, and sun and wind are tempered by still, cool reservoirs of nature. Think how rich
life would be if we could move through a public environment savoring its sights, sounds, and aromas
Your curbside garden brings that world one step closer.

Overview of This Book

You may be discouraged by the challenges and limitations of your curbside space. But the potential
rewards—adding precious garden space, meeting neighbors and pedestrians, improving the first
impression your home makes, and the sheer thrill of overcoming those challenges with a burst of
creativity—could make it worth your while to give that leftover a makeover. This book will guide yo
gracefully through the process.
In Part 1, Inspirations, explore a coast-to-coast selection of curbside gardens with a variety of
styles and situations. Here are solutions for nongardeners and avid gardeners, environmentally
conscious citizens and urban farmers.
Part 2, Situations, addresses challenges unique to curbside locations. Learn from other curbside
gardeners who have tackled challenges posed by foot, bike, and dog traffic; confronted weed laws and
homeowner associations and lived to tell about it; and triumphed over piled snow, leaning signposts,
and large trees. Let their strategies and ideas inspire you to give your front yard, alley, parking strip,
or other unappealing plot of land a fresh look.
Part 3, Creation, explains how to design, build, and maintain a curbside garden, given the unique
properties of these environments. Learn how to build healthy soil, employ earthshaping, design away
chores, make a waterwise garden, and more.
Part 4, Curbside-Worthy Plants, offers a list of choice plants for curbside gardens, with
information on each plant’s needs and behavior to help you choose and combine them effectively.
Plants are grouped by their primary contribution: showy flowers, showy foliage, edibles and
medicinals, or four-season structure.

Foodscapes and edible plants like these growing streetside in Portland, Oregon, are popping up in
front yards and planting strips from coast to coast.

A hummingbird contributes as much beauty and interest as the bright patch of nectar-laden flowers it
visits.

Throughout the book, when I discuss various situations, I might list a few example plants. My
hope is that these examples will shine a light on the vast potential plant choices we have available to
us in any region and inspire you to find appropriate choices for your particular site and style. The bes
way to find plants well suited to your garden is to ask a trusted local expert—a landscape designer,
experienced gardener, grower, or staff person at a garden center that sells locally grown plants.

“And now, we go through my beautiful flower garden,” exclaimed the little boy as he pulled his
visiting uncle into a magical floral tunnel.
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